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Helpful instruction and plenty of practice for your child to master the basics of vocabulary Having a

strong grasp of vocabulary is essential for your child to read and write with confidence. Practice

Makes Perfect: Mastering Vocabulary gives your child bite-sized explanations of the subject, with

engaging exercises that keep her or him motivated and excited to learn. They can practice the

vocabulary they find challenging, polish skills theyâ€™ve mastered, and stretch themselves to

explore skills they have not yet attempted. This book features 450 words that increase in difficulty as

your child proceeds through it. This book is appropriate for a 6th grade student working above his or

her grade level, or as a great review and practice for a struggling 7th or 8th grader. Your student will

learn how to: Apply vocabulary rules Understand meaning and usage Differentiate between

synonyms, antonyms, homophones, and more Conquer easily confused words
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This is an age appropriate series that is user friendly for both teacher and student. Many of my

students are EAL and need a vocablary boost. The vocabulary introduced is balanced, so it is

accessible to a variety of linguitic levels amongst my students.



Vocabulary the key to elevated educational success. This book was great as I work with children

ready to take their ISEE, ACT, SAT or high school testing. Thank you for making this resource

available. Valuable, motivating!

Really helped my daughter out with learning a little bit more for school, expanded her ability to

process more things while giving her the freedom to mess up with the stress of having a bad grade

to deal with.

These workbooks are how we keep our kiddo's brain exercised during summer months. They are

great for self-paced and self-managed learning.SUGGESTION: If you use this for alone quiet time,

don't be surprised if they return a completed chapter in less than 5 minutes -- unless you rip out the

answer key and hide it before handing them the book. True story.

Good book for a kid in middle school to expand his vocabulary or just at least get exposed to

different words. My son has learned the meaning of many words he did not know before and I made

him learn the spelling of some of them. I like this book.

I love the self-checking aspect of this book and it has a great selection of words. My son likes using

this book. He's in 7th grade, about to start 8th. He has used this for the whole 2nd half of the school

year.

I really like this book for the content, page appearance, and the clever game to find the answer to a

question posed at the beginning of each section. My daughter enjoyed working in the previous book

in the series and I think she (and I ) will enjoy this one too.

This is a great supplement for my 11 year old. His vocabulary is growing at a steady pace and he

knows how to use and spell the words. That's all I ask for! I will be ordering for other family

members.
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